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THE DIGITAL FUTURE OF THE MID 

WEST REGION

According to the 2012 IBIS World 

report, A Snapshot of Australia’s 

Digital Future to 2050, ICT 

enhanced with the inclusions of 

ubiquitous high-speed broadband, 

analytics, learning systems and 

cognitive computing is predicted 

to evolve from a ‘value add’ to 

becoming this nation’s new 

utility. This utility is poised to 

reshape the structure of the Mid 

West’s society and economy over 

the coming decades. Those 

communities and industries that 

understand, adapt, share and 

ultimately fully exploit digital 

infrastructure and technology are 

more likely to achieve enhanced 

social and economic outcomes.

More recently we have seen the 

introduction of national policies 

to drive transformational 

outcomes across public services 

through the utilisation of digital 

technologies and the online 

world. This follows extensive 

transformation that has already 

taken shape across the private 

sector, including the rise of 

online shopping, 24/7 customer 

service and personalised 

consumerism based on analytics 

and social networking.  

In order to take full advantage of 

the digital age and remain 

globally competitive, it is vital 

that the Mid West region 

immediately take action to 

engage with this technology and 

capitalise on the benefits and 

opportunities that are on offer.

“An estimated 75 per cent of jobs in the fastest-growing industries in the next five to 10 

years will need science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills and 

almost all jobs will require ICT literacy.” Australian Government’s National Innovation & 

Science Agenda, 2016



A DIGITALLY-ENABLED FUTURE
A Digital & Communications Strategy for the Mid West

“The Mid West will be a connected, digitally 

empowered and innovative region with competitive 

mobile and network infrastructure, creating 

opportunities for growth and development.”

-- MID WEST REGIONAL BLUEPRINT

This Mid West Regional Blueprint 

Vision for digital and 

communications summarises the 

objectives of A Digitally-Enabled 

Future”, a strategy to leverage 

digital and communications, to 

deliver enhanced social and 

economic outcomes for the Mid 

West.

This Blueprint Vision sets the 

foundation for the development of a 

strategy that includes key 

stakeholder consultation and expert 

advice. The aim is to create a guide 

for industry, communities and 

institutions across the region in the 

utilisation of digital and 

communications technology and 

infrastructure, to build a more 

prosperous Mid West future.

A Digitally Enabled Future was 

developed under the leadership of 

the Mid West Development 

Commission with the support of key 

regional stakeholders and input from 

expert advisors. 

Guiding Principles:

1. Create Transformational 

Outcomes

2. Close the (Digital) Gap

3. Adopt World’s Best Practice

4. Maximise Value from 

Investment

5. Adopt a “Sharing Economy” 

Approach

6. Achieve Sustainable Outcomes

7. Ensure Outcomes, not just 

Activity

8. Share Knowledge with other 

Regions

9. Develop Cooperative Approach 

with other WA Regions

10. Adopt 3-Pillar baseline of 

Infrastructure, Digital Education 

and Technical Support

“Digital technologies are at the heart of public service transformation and 

act as a catalyst for economic growth and government innovation.”    
Accenture Consulting, 2013



The Strategy identifies eight Strategic Focus 

Areas where digital and communications has the 

ability to transform and enhance the social and 

economic outcomes of the Mid West

Under each Strategic Focus Area a number of activities and 

initiatives were identified and tested with industry expertise and 

key stakeholders. Each action or initiative was ranked in order of 

priority and timeframe for implementation. This action plan 

represents the application of A Digitally Enabled Future over a 

three year work program. 
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“Digital is fundamentally shifting the competitive 

landscape in many industry sectors.” McKinsey’s 

Paul Willmott, May 2014
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TRANSFORMATONAL

PROJECTS

The Strategy includes a 

number of significant 

initiatives that were 

identified as having the 

capacity to produce the 

greatest transformational 

impact on the region, its 

industry and its 

communities, through the 

utilisation of innovative 

digital technology and 

improved communications 

infrastructure.

These initiatives were 

defined as “transformational” 

in nature because they:

• Impact on a region-

wide basis

• Involve a significant 

investment 

commitment to the 

region

• Have the potential to 

unlock broader 

utilisation of digital 

technology

• Create direct benefit 

to local industry and 

communities

• Enable local industry 

to become and remain 

globally competitive



1.
Digital DoJo
An Innovation-Driven 
Future

A partnership between Pollinators and 
Central Regional TAFE, to establish and 
run a digital start-up incubator and 
skills development centre or Digital 
Dojo in Geraldton. The centre would 
enable the development of local skills in 
ICT, digital media and applications as 
well as various forms of systems coding 
and technology management.

Graduates of and enterprises formed at 
the centre would go on to support a 
range of other initiatives listed in the 
Strategy’s three-year action plan. The 
Centre would also ensure that local, 
talented individuals that chose not to 
pursue an entrepreneurial future 
achieved national qualifications that 
allows them to seek employment across 
a range of digitally enabled industries.

3.
Regional 
Competitive
Backhaul
Anybody to Everywhere; 
Globally Connected

The lack of affordable alternate 
backhaul coupled with capacity 
limitations of the existing backhaul 
infrastructure creates substantial 
barriers for many Mid West 
Communities to receive an equitable 
standard of broadband service as is 
available in Geraldton or Perth.

Interest from 3rd party infrastructure 
operators, support of Local 
Government and an innovative 
approach to infrastructure 
deployment using existing Mid West-
based access corridors (roads, rail, 
water, electricity and gas), provide 
an opportunity to create a locally 
owned and operated cooperative, 
region-wide telecommunications 
network. The commercial principals 
of this network would be similar to 
the Bendigo Telco model, where a 
community cooperative approach 
would ensure affordable and 
equitable access to each community 
across the region, providing 
connectivity standards similar to 
Geraldton and Perth.

2.
Digital Flying 
Squad
Inclusion and Participation

The key to digital enablement beyond 
the availability of infrastructure is the 
ability for individuals and enterprises to 
make full use of the technology. This 
comes with a high degree of digital 
literacy and inclusiveness. Awareness, 
education and support are the keys to 
achieving this.

The proposal is to establish a dedicated 
Digital Flying Squad, who would visit 
each Mid West community over a two 
year period and coordinate activities 
and programs aimed to increase digital 
literacy, participation and inclusion. 
The Squad would enable other 
initiatives including the encouragement 
of local digital projects and the 
provision of recycled equipment to the 
less fortunate.

THE 

TRANSFORMATIONAL

PROJECTS



4.
Mid West Digital 
Creative Lab
Mid West Creative Narrative

The Mid West has a growing cluster of 
creative enterprises and individuals. 
However, the local industry currently 
lacks a critical mass of sophisticated 
skills and infrastructure to produce 
much of the local talent and product. 
Content and creative output is ‘shipped’ 
to Perth for production and packaging 
for interstate and global distribution.

With the establishment of the Geraldton 
Digital Creative lab, Mid West created 
content and creative material can be 
enhanced through local production and 
packaged to be distributed directly from 
the region. This will alleviate the need 
for export to Perth, create more local 
jobs and support the growth of a Mid 
West creative industries sector, with an 
emphasis on digitally developed 
content.

6.
Digital Immersive 
Experiences
Mid West Creative Narrative

The Mid West has a unique narrative 
built around a collection of world-
recognised historic events and emerging 
innovative developments. Through 
leveraging such facilities as the Digital 
Creative Lab, WA Museum’s proposed 
”Extraordinary Geraldton” Interactive 
Digital Studio and local creative talent it 
is possible to establish a state of the art 
digital immersive experience to tell the 
stories of the Abrolhos Islands, Batavia, 
HMAS Sydney and the development of 
the SKA facility at the Murchison Radio 
Astronomy Observatory.

This new digital immersive experience 
would create a world class attraction for 
the city of Geraldton and the Mid West, 
drawing in increased local visitor and 
tourist numbers from interstate and 
internationally, along similar lines to 
the ANZAC Centre in Albany.

5.
Optimal Regional 
Networks
Region-Wide Digital 
Capability
A significant portion of Mid West 
communities are scheduled to be 
connected to the NBN by satellite 
technology. Under the current NBN 
plan, constrained available capacity is 
likely to prove insufficient to support 
next generation delivery of Government 
services (such as health and education) 
and impede homes and businesses from 
realising the full benefits of the online 
world.

A range of emerging alternative 
methods and options based on World’s 
Best Practice and initiatives deployed 
elsewhere in Australia present options 
to service many Mid West communities 
with alternative solutions (compliant 
with Commonwealth regulation). This 
would enable greater equity and 
capability in digital access and activity. 



Smart Farming:
Across Australia, agricultural areas are discovering the opportunities and potential 

for improved primary production through the adoption of digitally enhanced 

faming practices (see www.digitalagriculture.com.au).  “Smart farming” is a term 

to describe a range of activities that exploit Information and Communications 

Technology to help primary producers achieve more efficient and productive 

operating practices; to access data and information in support of decision-making 

and gain greater control over the sale and distribution of their outputs. 

Smart Farming clusters have emerged in the Chapman Valley and around 

Mingenew. A range of digital technologies are being deployed to support improved 

farm management including drones (or UAVs), sensor arrays operating across 

localized, low powered wireless networks and a range of automated systems 

controlling  irrigation, farm vehicles and stock movements.

Farmers are also adopting a range of mobile applications and software systems to 

assist with real-time decisions and to manage assets, livestock and production 

inventory. Digital technology is also assisting with the promotions and presentation 

of produce when offered to the consumer, including details on where and how it 

was produced.

Regional Competitive Backhaul:
The Alberta SuperNet: A broadband superhighway, conceived and built by the 

Government of Alberta, Bell Canada and Axia NetMedia. SuerNet links 4,200 

government, health, library and learning facilities in 429 communities and brings 

affordable high-speed network access to nearly the entire province. SuperNet is 

opening the door to new economic opportunities, expanding the borders of 

learning and healthcare, and capturing the imagination of Albertans everywhere. 

The SuperNet is comprised of 13,000 kilometres of optical fibre cable and wireless 

“last mile” technology deployed across Alberta. It’s a major piece of physical 

infrastructure that allows multiple streams of video, audio and other data --

including the Internet as just one of its components -- to be delivered on a single 

powerful network. All of the province’s learning facilities, health centres, libraries 

and government locations are hard-wired in. The Alberta SuperNet uses an open 

access model, to create a competitive environment for independent service 

providers to deliver ultra-high-speed services, including Internet access, to their 

retail and business customers. This is especially welcome in rural areas of the 

province. 

In a ground-breaking public-private partnership, the Government of Alberta and its 

Alberta SuperNet partners, Axia NetMedia and Bell Canada, have made affordable 

global connectivity available to all Albertans, regardless of where they are located 

in the province. 

CASE 
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http://www.digitalagriculture.com.au/
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A Digitally Enabled Future is a 

strategic pursuit, integrally-

connected to the other strategies 

established in support of the Mid 

West Regional Blueprint. 

It is anticipated that there will be 

a degree of crossover between the 

activities and initiatives set out in 

this Strategy’s three-year action 

plan and those outlined in many of 

the other strategies. 

Where possible, these initiatives 

will be harmonised to ensure 

support and integration is achieved 

without duplication of effort or 

expense.

Mr. Alan Mills


